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(slide 1) 

Let’s open this presentation 

the world with the statement that 

While you might take this statement as a bit bold, 

you come across this kind of contradiction

lend itself to contradictory statements, and verifying or falsifying them is 

tricky. If you are dealing with an

institution, all regulated without the backbone of a 

transparent law, based on

regulatory institution, but by an abundance of administrator

range of government bodies, not infrequently 

influence … this makes a scientific or at least academic approach to analysing 

the quality and performance of the Chinese regulatory environment more 

tricky than in other countrie
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this presentation about the largest telecommunications market in 

the world with the statement that I would not even consider it to be a market. 

u might take this statement as a bit bold, when talking 

ross this kind of contradiction most frequently. China’s markets 

lend itself to contradictory statements, and verifying or falsifying them is 

If you are dealing with an oligopoly of companies all owned by the same 

institution, all regulated without the backbone of a comprehensive and 

transparent law, based on ad-hoc decisions made not by an independent 

regulatory institution, but by an abundance of administrators within 

range of government bodies, not infrequently themselves competing for 

influence … this makes a scientific or at least academic approach to analysing 

the quality and performance of the Chinese regulatory environment more 

tricky than in other countries.  
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an independent 
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On the other hand, strongly interventionist industrial policy approaches often 

feature this kind of characteristics that seem to defy analysis. Through 

comparative analysis or policy impact assessment it may still be possible to 

attribute market developments (or the lack of it) to government action (or the 

absence of it).  

In order to do this kind of quality assessment, specific research would be 

needed with respect to the kind of policy instruments in use, correlating these 

with developments of key mar

into the specific context of 

benchmarking them against international comparative markets. 

I am not saying this is what I am trying to do today. What I am saying is tha

you want to look into these questions more deeply and 

plenty of research opportunities.   

 

(Slide 2) 

 

Especially in the years of economic trouble, industrial policy (or Keynesian 

economics, on a larger scale) gets reinvigorated 

act, and by the people urging their governments to get active

problem-solving. There is the notion that in times of economic crisis, more 

heavy-handed government intervention can be justified to get 

underperforming sectors through the rough

Parallel to the crisis of the discipline of economics, 

of market liberal neoclassic concepts, the crisis of practical economic policy 

seemed to justify a look into

market to clean up the mess. 

Especially in developing and transition economies, “guiding” the economy is a 

seasoned strategy. However, something that is also happening in developing 

economies is that becaus

impressive by nature, and efficiency gains over the years are more easily to be 

gained through the adoption of technology from more advanced regions. 

of it is only impressive in growth rate, but not in 

growth does not happen as a consequence of policy, but because of 
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On the other hand, strongly interventionist industrial policy approaches often 

feature this kind of characteristics that seem to defy analysis. Through 

comparative analysis or policy impact assessment it may still be possible to 

pments (or the lack of it) to government action (or the 

In order to do this kind of quality assessment, specific research would be 

needed with respect to the kind of policy instruments in use, correlating these 

with developments of key market indicators, and then putting those results

into the specific context of China’s overall economic development and 

benchmarking them against international comparative markets. 

I am not saying this is what I am trying to do today. What I am saying is tha

you want to look into these questions more deeply and profoundly

plenty of research opportunities.    

Especially in the years of economic trouble, industrial policy (or Keynesian 

economics, on a larger scale) gets reinvigorated by the need of governments to 

act, and by the people urging their governments to get active and show some 

. There is the notion that in times of economic crisis, more 

handed government intervention can be justified to get 

ng sectors through the rougher patches of the economic cycle. 

Parallel to the crisis of the discipline of economics, especially of a certain class 

of market liberal neoclassic concepts, the crisis of practical economic policy 

seemed to justify a look into approaches less faithful to the religion of the 

market to clean up the mess.  

Especially in developing and transition economies, “guiding” the economy is a 

seasoned strategy. However, something that is also happening in developing 

economies is that because of low production base, growth rates 

impressive by nature, and efficiency gains over the years are more easily to be 

gained through the adoption of technology from more advanced regions. 

of it is only impressive in growth rate, but not in actual numbers. 

growth does not happen as a consequence of policy, but because of 
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On the other hand, strongly interventionist industrial policy approaches often 

feature this kind of characteristics that seem to defy analysis. Through 

comparative analysis or policy impact assessment it may still be possible to 

pments (or the lack of it) to government action (or the 

In order to do this kind of quality assessment, specific research would be 

needed with respect to the kind of policy instruments in use, correlating these 

ting those results 

China’s overall economic development and 

benchmarking them against international comparative markets.  

I am not saying this is what I am trying to do today. What I am saying is that if 

profoundly, there are 

Especially in the years of economic trouble, industrial policy (or Keynesian 

by the need of governments to 

and show some 

. There is the notion that in times of economic crisis, more 

patches of the economic cycle.  

especially of a certain class 

of market liberal neoclassic concepts, the crisis of practical economic policy 

faithful to the religion of the 

Especially in developing and transition economies, “guiding” the economy is a 

seasoned strategy. However, something that is also happening in developing 

e of low production base, growth rates often are 

impressive by nature, and efficiency gains over the years are more easily to be 

gained through the adoption of technology from more advanced regions. Some 

actual numbers. Some of this 

growth does not happen as a consequence of policy, but because of 
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international market growth. 

intervention, but despite it. 

And it is not only developing and transition economies that 

the concept of “infant industry” industrial policy these days

looks closely at ways to ensure that at the end of the economic crisis their car 

industry, their renewable energy providers or their banks have not suddenly 

disappeared. Industrial Policy has become a somehow accepted form of 

economic policy crisis management. 

This leads to an increasing interest in case examples where industrial policy can 

be observed at work, and not surprisingly the Chinese example plays centr

stage. Here, strong intervention and rigid controls of market entry comes hand 

in hand with stunning growth rates in many sectors. Is this where the world 

should learn from? Has China developed a new, and workable, balance 

between market forces and gover

analysing this Socialist Market Economy, as it is called, with more scrutiny and 

see which elements could possibly be transferred to other regional and 

political contexts.  

I would like to provide some 

industrial policy has been a success in the area of electronic communications

and media markets. Most of the considerations will focus on communications 

markets. Media markets come in when I will talk about the efforts o

the various networks together, but I will not talk about the economics of the 

markets for media content, as this approach is very different, even less 

approachable by economic terms, than the communications networks and 

services.  

 

In principle, to make my point I would need 

1. To show the factual developments in the Chinese telecoms markets: 

2. To speculate whether these 

3. To speculate further what the contribution of public policy was to this 

development 

4. Finally to speculate whether the Chinese model could be transferred to 

other economies 
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international market growth. It may well happen not because of policy 

intervention, but despite it.  

And it is not only developing and transition economies that are interested in 

the concept of “infant industry” industrial policy these days. Every country 

looks closely at ways to ensure that at the end of the economic crisis their car 

industry, their renewable energy providers or their banks have not suddenly 

ppeared. Industrial Policy has become a somehow accepted form of 

economic policy crisis management.  

This leads to an increasing interest in case examples where industrial policy can 

be observed at work, and not surprisingly the Chinese example plays centr

Here, strong intervention and rigid controls of market entry comes hand 

in hand with stunning growth rates in many sectors. Is this where the world 

should learn from? Has China developed a new, and workable, balance 

between market forces and government control? If so, it would be worth 

analysing this Socialist Market Economy, as it is called, with more scrutiny and 

see which elements could possibly be transferred to other regional and 

I would like to provide some indications as to whether the Chinese approach to 

industrial policy has been a success in the area of electronic communications

Most of the considerations will focus on communications 

markets. Media markets come in when I will talk about the efforts o

the various networks together, but I will not talk about the economics of the 

markets for media content, as this approach is very different, even less 

approachable by economic terms, than the communications networks and 

to make my point I would need  

To show the factual developments in the Chinese telecoms markets: 

To speculate whether these can be called “good” or “poor”

To speculate further what the contribution of public policy was to this 

ulate whether the Chinese model could be transferred to 
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It may well happen not because of policy 

are interested in 

very country 

looks closely at ways to ensure that at the end of the economic crisis their car 

industry, their renewable energy providers or their banks have not suddenly 

ppeared. Industrial Policy has become a somehow accepted form of 

This leads to an increasing interest in case examples where industrial policy can 

be observed at work, and not surprisingly the Chinese example plays centre-

Here, strong intervention and rigid controls of market entry comes hand 

in hand with stunning growth rates in many sectors. Is this where the world 

should learn from? Has China developed a new, and workable, balance 

nment control? If so, it would be worth 

analysing this Socialist Market Economy, as it is called, with more scrutiny and 

see which elements could possibly be transferred to other regional and 

to whether the Chinese approach to 

industrial policy has been a success in the area of electronic communications 

Most of the considerations will focus on communications 

markets. Media markets come in when I will talk about the efforts of bringing 

the various networks together, but I will not talk about the economics of the 

markets for media content, as this approach is very different, even less 

approachable by economic terms, than the communications networks and 

To show the factual developments in the Chinese telecoms markets:  

can be called “good” or “poor” 

To speculate further what the contribution of public policy was to this 

ulate whether the Chinese model could be transferred to 
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Spoiler alert: I cannot actually pretend to be able to provide any of this. Firstly, 

in conference speak, because “time is very limited

most of these tasks are beyond what current data availability allows me to 

make intelligent remarks on. In non

What I will try to do in this presentation is provide indicators and 

considerations, based on the history and presence of the Chin

policy. As I am an economist, not a legal scholar, this presentation may be less 

burdened with clear legal provisions and specific notions for judicial reviews 

than you are used to or expect

in common with the Chinese regulatory framework for communications. 

 

(slide 3) 

In detail, I think other speakers on this panel 

of the Chinese markets later

not appreciating the scale on which the Chinese markets for communication 

services have developed over the immediate past. 

The sheer numbers an emerging market of more than 1.3 billion citizens 

produces when jumping on the development train are stunning: China has n

crossed the symbolic lines of 500 million online users, 

mobile subscribers using 

Taken in isolation, these figures 

they do not allow any conclusion

called one that is “successfully” developing these days

whether the observed developments have been stimulated by policy 

intervention, or whether the regulatory framework has actually kept the 

market from developing “better”, i.e. quicker, 

services, higher bandwidth, 

To start assessing this, let’s look at some 

that may call for specifically designed policy measures

international good practice on policy reform with Chinese decision

government, you will hear no sentence more often than the snappy “But China 

is different.” It is true, too. China has to deal with a mind

dimension of challenges that most other
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actually pretend to be able to provide any of this. Firstly, 

, because “time is very limited today”. Secondly, because 

re beyond what current data availability allows me to 

make intelligent remarks on. In non-conference speak: “I do not know

What I will try to do in this presentation is provide indicators and 

considerations, based on the history and presence of the Chinese market and 

As I am an economist, not a legal scholar, this presentation may be less 

burdened with clear legal provisions and specific notions for judicial reviews 

or expect, but then again, my presentation will have that 

common with the Chinese regulatory framework for communications. 

I think other speakers on this panel will deal with the facts and figures 

later. For my part, suffice to say that there is no way of 

ating the scale on which the Chinese markets for communication 

services have developed over the immediate past.  

The sheer numbers an emerging market of more than 1.3 billion citizens 

produces when jumping on the development train are stunning: China has n

crossed the symbolic lines of 500 million online users, it has more than 1 billion 

voice and data communication.  

hese figures do not mean anything, of course. In particular, 

they do not allow any conclusions as to whether the Chinese market can be 

called one that is “successfully” developing these days. They do not tell 

the observed developments have been stimulated by policy 

intervention, or whether the regulatory framework has actually kept the 

ket from developing “better”, i.e. quicker, bringing about more innovative 

higher bandwidth, or lower prices.  

To start assessing this, let’s look at some of China’s “special circumstances”

that may call for specifically designed policy measures: When introducing 

international good practice on policy reform with Chinese decision

government, you will hear no sentence more often than the snappy “But China 

, too. China has to deal with a mind-boggling set and 

ion of challenges that most other countries never faced: 
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actually pretend to be able to provide any of this. Firstly, 

”. Secondly, because 

re beyond what current data availability allows me to 

conference speak: “I do not know”.  

What I will try to do in this presentation is provide indicators and 

ese market and 

As I am an economist, not a legal scholar, this presentation may be less 

burdened with clear legal provisions and specific notions for judicial reviews 

, but then again, my presentation will have that 

common with the Chinese regulatory framework for communications.  

the facts and figures 

here is no way of 

ating the scale on which the Chinese markets for communication 

The sheer numbers an emerging market of more than 1.3 billion citizens 

produces when jumping on the development train are stunning: China has now 

it has more than 1 billion 

anything, of course. In particular, 

s as to whether the Chinese market can be 

. They do not tell 

the observed developments have been stimulated by policy 

intervention, or whether the regulatory framework has actually kept the 

more innovative 

of China’s “special circumstances” 

When introducing 

international good practice on policy reform with Chinese decision-makers in 

government, you will hear no sentence more often than the snappy “But China 

boggling set and 

:  
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• China’s development stage:

be a larger issue than in Western economies. The provision of universal 

access to communication services 

surpass development country status, which it is in large areas. 

• China’s geographic situation

for a country that size 

a bit less than 50% of the population living in rural areas.

• China’s socio-economic situation

majority of the Chinese 

least 750 RMB that a DSL connection costs a Beijing city dwel

beyond reach for a large number of people. 

• China’s economic policy heritage

only started in the 1970s. 

largest part of the Chinese economy is still run by sta

often in highly protected and regulated areas 

• China’s Policy Priorities:

portfolio of policy goals and priorities

• the territorial integrity of the country 

• and the maintenance of 

 

These dominating principles mean for the policy

regulations that have the potential to threaten either of them, even very 

indirectly will face opposition by the governing State Council. A

telecoms infrastructure that could be shut down by the operator and hence 

leave the country un-defendable and un

international crisis is deemed unacceptable.

In this logic, infrastructure is almost always critical, and is in itself a tool that is 

used to stabilise situations threatening to go awry. This is why the complete 

shut-down of internet access and mobile communication during the Xinjiang 

riots of 2009 has stirred less 

Chinese citizens are very familiar with the policy priorities that govern them, 

and would not show the same level of surprise at such 

perspective – disproportionate in
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development stage: The infrastructure deficit in China continues to 

be a larger issue than in Western economies. The provision of universal 

access to communication services is essential to make sure that 

surpass development country status, which it is in large areas. 

situation: imagine designing a Universal Service system 

 and geography, with deserts and mountains, and still 

50% of the population living in rural areas. 

economic situation: despite all development efforts, the 

majority of the Chinese population is still “poor” by all definitions

750 RMB that a DSL connection costs a Beijing city dwel

beyond reach for a large number of people.  

economic policy heritage: Market liberalisation by any definition 

in the 1970s. There has been economic development, but the 

largest part of the Chinese economy is still run by state-owned enterprises, 

often in highly protected and regulated areas – such as telecoms services. 

China’s Policy Priorities: China’s government is guided by a specific 

portfolio of policy goals and priorities. There are two dominant goals

integrity of the country  

and the maintenance of pre-eminence of the Communist Party. 

principles mean for the policy-making process that laws and 

regulations that have the potential to threaten either of them, even very 

ace opposition by the governing State Council. A 

telecoms infrastructure that could be shut down by the operator and hence 

defendable and un-governable in case of a 

is deemed unacceptable.  

In this logic, infrastructure is almost always critical, and is in itself a tool that is 

used to stabilise situations threatening to go awry. This is why the complete 

down of internet access and mobile communication during the Xinjiang 

has stirred less dismay and opposition in China than it has abroad. 

Chinese citizens are very familiar with the policy priorities that govern them, 

and would not show the same level of surprise at such a – from a Western 

disproportionate intervention in a market.  
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The infrastructure deficit in China continues to 

be a larger issue than in Western economies. The provision of universal 

ake sure that China can 

surpass development country status, which it is in large areas.  

imagine designing a Universal Service system 

with deserts and mountains, and still 

despite all development efforts, the 

is still “poor” by all definitions. The at 

750 RMB that a DSL connection costs a Beijing city dweller is way 

by any definition 

There has been economic development, but the 

owned enterprises, 

such as telecoms services.  

specific 

two dominant goals: 

the Communist Party.  

making process that laws and 

regulations that have the potential to threaten either of them, even very 

 privately run 

telecoms infrastructure that could be shut down by the operator and hence 

governable in case of a domestic or 

In this logic, infrastructure is almost always critical, and is in itself a tool that is 

used to stabilise situations threatening to go awry. This is why the complete 

down of internet access and mobile communication during the Xinjiang 

dismay and opposition in China than it has abroad.  

Chinese citizens are very familiar with the policy priorities that govern them, 

from a Western 
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(slide 4)  

Infrastructure, this must be stressed, is no market in China. 

It is part of government and as such a tool that is used for government ends, 

often for economic and social development, sometimes for stabilising and 

cracking down on trouble

This explains why China still operates telecommunications networks and the 

media as state-owned or substantially state

private players into the markets 

over network capacity, availability 

perspective.  

Also, the other option of allowing private network operators in parallel to the 

state-owned ones would substantially decrease the value of the state

networks and hence would also 

government.  

Even though the economic benefits of liberalising market access to 

telecommunications and media markets are certainly clear to all the experts in 

the State Council and the Ministries, this

fundamental contradiction to other goals. 

China tries to develop an industrial policy system that balances the two, albeit 

with a clear notion of priority.

of market environment that seeks to create 

maintaining complete control over market players and 

laboratory with the companies and more than 1 

In the telecommunications sector, th

of the operators, in which through 

allocation of corporate components what 

oligopoly was created. After the re

and China Unicom were all set up to compete in all triple

equipped with infrastructure and licenses for fixed and mobile voice and data 

communication.  

Taking company merger decisions 

affected companies are in for a lengthy process of accommodating these 

decisions. These were not regular, well prepared, post
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be stressed, is no market in China.  

It is part of government and as such a tool that is used for government ends, 

often for economic and social development, sometimes for stabilising and 

on trouble-makers. 

This explains why China still operates telecommunications networks and the 

owned or substantially state-controlled enterprises. 

into the markets would limit and eventually eliminat

availability and security from a government 

option of allowing private network operators in parallel to the 

owned ones would substantially decrease the value of the state

would also be in conflict with the fiscal interest of 

Even though the economic benefits of liberalising market access to 

telecommunications and media markets are certainly clear to all the experts in 

the State Council and the Ministries, this economic policy goal is seen to be in 

fundamental contradiction to other goals.  

China tries to develop an industrial policy system that balances the two, albeit 

with a clear notion of priority. This results in the creation of a simulated form 

nvironment that seeks to create the benefits of competition while 

maintaining complete control over market players and assets. It is a market 

laboratory with the companies and more than 1 billion people as guinea pigs. 

In the telecommunications sector, this was most visible in the 2008 re

of the operators, in which through government-administered merging and re

allocation of corporate components what now looks like a three

oligopoly was created. After the re-organisation, China Mobile, Chi

and China Unicom were all set up to compete in all triple-play markets, 

equipped with infrastructure and licenses for fixed and mobile voice and data 

Taking company merger decisions like this on a political level means that the 

ffected companies are in for a lengthy process of accommodating these 

decisions. These were not regular, well prepared, post-merger adjustments
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It is part of government and as such a tool that is used for government ends, 

often for economic and social development, sometimes for stabilising and 

This explains why China still operates telecommunications networks and the 

controlled enterprises. Allowing 

would limit and eventually eliminate control 

from a government 

option of allowing private network operators in parallel to the 

owned ones would substantially decrease the value of the state-owned 

the fiscal interest of 

Even though the economic benefits of liberalising market access to 

telecommunications and media markets are certainly clear to all the experts in 

economic policy goal is seen to be in 

China tries to develop an industrial policy system that balances the two, albeit 

simulated form 

benefits of competition while 

It is a market 

illion people as guinea pigs.  

is was most visible in the 2008 re-shuffling 

merging and re-

looks like a three-player 

organisation, China Mobile, China Telecom 

play markets, 

equipped with infrastructure and licenses for fixed and mobile voice and data 

on a political level means that the 

ffected companies are in for a lengthy process of accommodating these 

merger adjustments 
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that had to be made, but efforts to figure out how to deal with 

decisions that completely offset pre

structures. The companies suffered for years, you can argue they still do, from 

the re-organisation – and

day. 

 

In a very recent additional step, reacting to the lacklust

competition in broadband internet access and the dismal role the initially more 

than 1000 Chinese local cable operators played, a new player was introduced. 

Through the creation of the 

operators are to be united und

with the specific aim of providing an additional powerful (fourth) player in the 

market for broadband access

struggling the most in its move

shareholder in this new enterprise, 

This, again, only strikes those as odd who see the Chinese networks as 

markets. As an effort to further balance the powers between

simulated market it makes perfect sense: Not only does China Mobile seem 

unable to grow its broadband subscriber base at the same rate as those 

companies with roots in fixed line networks

additional channel to the consumers. The step 

some form of compensation for China Mobile’s obligation to roll out the 

underwhelming and underperforming TD

Forcing China Mobile to use this 

the technological and financial prowess of market leader

was also interpreted as a way of putting the heaviest burden on 

operator that threatened to squash its 

intended to weaken China Mobile and level the playing field for the 

competitors.  

 

The broadcasting system also has a role to play in this: 

broadcasters are operating their own networks

traditionally been completely separate from the telecoms n

recently through the national convergence master plans and the ensuing trial 
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, but efforts to figure out how to deal with 

decisions that completely offset pre-existing corporate strategies and 

structures. The companies suffered for years, you can argue they still do, from 

and from the possibility that it could happen again any 

In a very recent additional step, reacting to the lacklustre development of 

competition in broadband internet access and the dismal role the initially more 

than 1000 Chinese local cable operators played, a new player was introduced. 

Through the creation of the China National Network Company (CNNC)

ators are to be united under the roof of this new single national company, 

with the specific aim of providing an additional powerful (fourth) player in the 

rket for broadband access. China Mobile, the company that has 

struggling the most in its move into the broadband market, is set to be a 

shareholder in this new enterprise, literally allowing it to compete with itself. 

This, again, only strikes those as odd who see the Chinese networks as 

markets. As an effort to further balance the powers between the operators 

it makes perfect sense: Not only does China Mobile seem 

unable to grow its broadband subscriber base at the same rate as those 

companies with roots in fixed line networks and will be very grateful about 

hannel to the consumers. The step can also be seen to provide 

some form of compensation for China Mobile’s obligation to roll out the 

underwhelming and underperforming TD-SCDMA 3G license.  

Forcing China Mobile to use this partly home-grown technology appr

the technological and financial prowess of market leader China Mobile

interpreted as a way of putting the heaviest burden on 

that threatened to squash its mobile rivals through sheer size, 

ina Mobile and level the playing field for the 

The broadcasting system also has a role to play in this: The Chinese 

broadcasters are operating their own networks. These networks 

traditionally been completely separate from the telecoms networks. Only very 

recently through the national convergence master plans and the ensuing trial 
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, but efforts to figure out how to deal with the ad-hoc 

existing corporate strategies and 

structures. The companies suffered for years, you can argue they still do, from 

from the possibility that it could happen again any 

re development of 

competition in broadband internet access and the dismal role the initially more 

than 1000 Chinese local cable operators played, a new player was introduced. 

China National Network Company (CNNC), all cable 

single national company, 

with the specific aim of providing an additional powerful (fourth) player in the 

he company that has been 

into the broadband market, is set to be a 

allowing it to compete with itself.  

This, again, only strikes those as odd who see the Chinese networks as 

the operators in a 

it makes perfect sense: Not only does China Mobile seem 

unable to grow its broadband subscriber base at the same rate as those 

will be very grateful about the 

be seen to provide 

some form of compensation for China Mobile’s obligation to roll out the 

technology appreciated 

China Mobile. But it 

interpreted as a way of putting the heaviest burden on this mobile 

rivals through sheer size, 

ina Mobile and level the playing field for the 

Chinese 

hese networks have 

etworks. Only very 

recently through the national convergence master plans and the ensuing trial 
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projects in now just over 40 cities are 

interconnectivity between the cable tv networks, and 

networks. Attempts to do this can already be found in the previous, 11

plan, but to no practical effect. 

The major challenge here is not a technological but a political one: cable 

networks are governed by the media regulator SARFT, while telecoms 

networks belong to the realm of the MIIT. These two institutions are entangled 

in a struggle for dominance over the future networks, to the point where both 

have even issued differing lists of trial cities where convergence of networks 

and services should be rolle

Also, while there is great interest on part of the Chinese government in the 

commercial potential of the 

ideas of a digital dividend 

dividend by making old broadcasting spectrum available for new 

communication services would cross the line between these two regulatory 

domains. At the moment, there is no indication that this could happen anytime 

soon.  

 

A quick intermediate summary:

• The telecommunications “markets” are populated by three state

network operators that are not at liberty to choose the technology they are 

using or their business strategies

the owner SASAC.  

• There is virtually no market access for foreign 

involvement is strictly limited. If you ask Telefonica, they would probably 

say it is so limited that it’s not worth bothering. They just 

shares China Unicom by half 

offering telecommunic

minority share, but curiously

awarded. 

• There is a clear demarcation line between the ne

telecommunications networks and the cable tv networks. 

integration of these networks has already been a target 

remains a challenge. 
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projects in now just over 40 cities are serious efforts underway to create 

interconnectivity between the cable tv networks, and the telecommunications 

Attempts to do this can already be found in the previous, 11

plan, but to no practical effect.  

The major challenge here is not a technological but a political one: cable 

networks are governed by the media regulator SARFT, while telecoms 

belong to the realm of the MIIT. These two institutions are entangled 

in a struggle for dominance over the future networks, to the point where both 

issued differing lists of trial cities where convergence of networks 

and services should be rolled out first.  

Also, while there is great interest on part of the Chinese government in the 

commercial potential of the spectrum reallocation, implementing our 

digital dividend run into the same barrier: Reaping the digital 

king old broadcasting spectrum available for new 

communication services would cross the line between these two regulatory 

domains. At the moment, there is no indication that this could happen anytime 

A quick intermediate summary: 

ions “markets” are populated by three state

network operators that are not at liberty to choose the technology they are 

or their business strategies. These are provided by the MIIT and by 

market access for foreign operators, foreign 

involvement is strictly limited. If you ask Telefonica, they would probably 

say it is so limited that it’s not worth bothering. They just cut back their 

by half to 5%. Foreign participation in J

cations value-added services is possibl

curiously enough very few such licenses 

There is a clear demarcation line between the networks formerly know

telecommunications networks and the cable tv networks. Even though the 

integration of these networks has already been a target for many years
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efforts underway to create 

the telecommunications 

Attempts to do this can already be found in the previous, 11
th

 5-year 

The major challenge here is not a technological but a political one: cable 

networks are governed by the media regulator SARFT, while telecoms 

belong to the realm of the MIIT. These two institutions are entangled 

in a struggle for dominance over the future networks, to the point where both 

issued differing lists of trial cities where convergence of networks 

Also, while there is great interest on part of the Chinese government in the 

spectrum reallocation, implementing our Western 

run into the same barrier: Reaping the digital 

king old broadcasting spectrum available for new 

communication services would cross the line between these two regulatory 

domains. At the moment, there is no indication that this could happen anytime 

ions “markets” are populated by three state-owned 

network operators that are not at liberty to choose the technology they are 

These are provided by the MIIT and by 

operators, foreign 

involvement is strictly limited. If you ask Telefonica, they would probably 

cut back their 

Joint Ventures 

le with a foreign 

 have been 

tworks formerly known as 

Even though the 

for many years, it 
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• There is competition between the respective regulators for contr

communications networks of the future. 

areas without the foundation of a comprehensive law, but through 

regulations, decrees, opinions and communications 

government property, that is even som

 

(slide 5) 

The observable consequence of this situation is that while subscriber numbers 

for mobile communication and internet access are still soaring, 

arise. A decade ago, China's level of broadband services was close to 

compared with the rest of the world. Other countries have since implemented 

broadband strategies and increased average speeds for Internet users nearly 

tenfold. Prices have stayed or gone down considerably

Broadband services in China, meanwhile, 

indicators illustrating China’s underperformance:

• The average downstream bandwidth is 1.4 M across China. This sets China 

at about half of that of the international ave

world, making it a ranking

• Broadband penetration rate is around 12%

developed economies was 25.7

• The home-grown standard TD

implemented with great fanfare is deemed a failure in terms of technology 

and market acceptance. 

to get over it.  

• The calculated average price for 1 MB downstream in China is 

higher than in the US, 

where things get embarrassing

country, two systems at its 

• There are no Chinese telecoms operators with substantial foreign activities. 

The tiny ventures on international terrain such as China 

launched MVNO service 

was announced just three days ago 

cash available to a company that size.

expensive efforts, you will only find a handful of Chinese companies in any 
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There is competition between the respective regulators for contr

communications networks of the future. Both regulate their respective 

areas without the foundation of a comprehensive law, but through 

regulations, decrees, opinions and communications – as the networks are 

government property, that is even somehow consequent.  

The observable consequence of this situation is that while subscriber numbers 

for mobile communication and internet access are still soaring, 

A decade ago, China's level of broadband services was close to 

compared with the rest of the world. Other countries have since implemented 

broadband strategies and increased average speeds for Internet users nearly 

have stayed or gone down considerably.  

Broadband services in China, meanwhile, have stagnated. Let me list some 

indicators illustrating China’s underperformance: 

The average downstream bandwidth is 1.4 M across China. This sets China 

half of that of the international average, ranking it 71

making it a ranking neighbour of Iraq.   

Broadband penetration rate is around 12%. , while the average for 

economies was 25.7% last year. 

grown standard TD-SCDMA that was developed and 

implemented with great fanfare is deemed a failure in terms of technology 

and market acceptance. China Mobile is pushing the implementation of 4G 

The calculated average price for 1 MB downstream in China is 

, 29 times higher than in South Korea, and 

where things get embarrassing – 400 times higher than in HongKong. One 

country, two systems at its very best.   

There are no Chinese telecoms operators with substantial foreign activities. 

iny ventures on international terrain such as China Telecom’s recently 

launched MVNO service in the UK or its step into the Brazilian market 

was announced just three days ago seem surprisingly humble given the 

cash available to a company that size. Come to think of it, despite hard and 

expensive efforts, you will only find a handful of Chinese companies in any 
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There is competition between the respective regulators for control over the 

Both regulate their respective 

areas without the foundation of a comprehensive law, but through 

as the networks are 

The observable consequence of this situation is that while subscriber numbers 

for mobile communication and internet access are still soaring, quality issues 

A decade ago, China's level of broadband services was close to average 

compared with the rest of the world. Other countries have since implemented 

broadband strategies and increased average speeds for Internet users nearly 

. Let me list some 

The average downstream bandwidth is 1.4 M across China. This sets China 

71
st

 in the 

, while the average for 

developed and 

implemented with great fanfare is deemed a failure in terms of technology 

China Mobile is pushing the implementation of 4G 

The calculated average price for 1 MB downstream in China is 4 times 

and – this is 

times higher than in HongKong. One 

There are no Chinese telecoms operators with substantial foreign activities. 

Telecom’s recently 

or its step into the Brazilian market which 

seem surprisingly humble given the 

Come to think of it, despite hard and 

expensive efforts, you will only find a handful of Chinese companies in any 
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sector playing with the 

Huawei comes to mind for telecommunications equipment. Huawei is one

of the few almost completely private

• China's Internet users account for one

1 percent of the content on the Internet is in the Chinese language.

• The US’s 200 million Internet 

China's 500 million users have now fallen to operating 

recent tightening of registration controls

• Of the 144 developing countries in the world, 99 provide universal 

telephone services and 36 provide broadb

neither, but looks like 

• The advertised bandwidth tends to be 

operators. At the end of 2011, the MIIT published their 

came to the devastating conclusion 

more than half of Internet users is well below the standard promised by 

service providers and paid for by the consumers

• The strong property management companies frequently engage in lucrative 

deals with one operator, so that tenants of residential compounds do not 

even have the choice between the

services. 

• There is no clear guidance on right of way or shared facilities, so that rolling 

out every single new fibre and setting up every new antenna can require 

arduous negotiations.  

 

The list goes on.  

 

These indicators do not look good for China’s 

They could be interpreted as 

the domestically protected companies have not yet managed the turnaround 

to become efficient providers of high

But they can also be interpreted as the failure of the policy framework to 

initiate the transition from government

players.  
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sector playing with the international big guys. In the technology world, 

Huawei comes to mind for telecommunications equipment. Huawei is one

of the few almost completely private-owned companies in this sector…

China's Internet users account for one-quarter of the world's total, but only 

1 percent of the content on the Internet is in the Chinese language.

200 million Internet users operate 100 million domain names. 

500 million users have now fallen to operating 3 million

recent tightening of registration controls. 

Of the 144 developing countries in the world, 99 provide universal 

telephone services and 36 provide broadband universal services. 

 a country that would desperately need one. 

The advertised bandwidth tends to be systematically exaggerated by the 

At the end of 2011, the MIIT published their analysis of this and 

came to the devastating conclusion that the average connection speed of 

more than half of Internet users is well below the standard promised by 

and paid for by the consumers. 

The strong property management companies frequently engage in lucrative 

deals with one operator, so that tenants of residential compounds do not 

even have the choice between the theoretical three operators offering 

There is no clear guidance on right of way or shared facilities, so that rolling 

out every single new fibre and setting up every new antenna can require 

arduous negotiations.   

do not look good for China’s policy framework

interpreted as being characteristic of a transition phase in which 

the domestically protected companies have not yet managed the turnaround 

to become efficient providers of high-quality services.  

be interpreted as the failure of the policy framework to 

transition from government-run utilities to competitive market 
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big guys. In the technology world, 

Huawei comes to mind for telecommunications equipment. Huawei is one 

owned companies in this sector… 

quarter of the world's total, but only 

1 percent of the content on the Internet is in the Chinese language. 

100 million domain names. 

3 million, after a 

Of the 144 developing countries in the world, 99 provide universal 

and universal services. China has 

desperately need one.  

exaggerated by the 

analysis of this and 

the average connection speed of 

more than half of Internet users is well below the standard promised by 

The strong property management companies frequently engage in lucrative 

deals with one operator, so that tenants of residential compounds do not 

theoretical three operators offering 

There is no clear guidance on right of way or shared facilities, so that rolling 

out every single new fibre and setting up every new antenna can require 

k.  

a transition phase in which 

the domestically protected companies have not yet managed the turnaround 

be interpreted as the failure of the policy framework to 

run utilities to competitive market 
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They can also be interpreted 

telecoms network and service sector in a closed

 

(slide 6) 

Compiling such a catalogue of problems could be the 

liberalisation and privatisation to increase competitiveness and efficiency. 

In China, the combination of s

through the Ministry was put to a new level, instead. With each perceived 

failure of the companies to perform, a new set of regulations is introduced. 

New sectoral sub-efforts are created, trying to interpret th

year-plan for the sector. Specific regulations address rights of way or facility 

sharing, force operators into foreign adventures or provide ad

targets.  

 

One policy instrument tha

in this respect is curiously

believed that the path to broadband is smoother when coordinated by 

government. Their national or regional broadband development plans 

what kind of incentives and subsidies the operators could expect if they 

managed to achieve the formulated targets. 

opportunities, often creat

subsidies.    

Despite its usually enthusiastic attitude towards guidance and planning, 

China’s government has yet to formulate such a plan. 

population’s dissatisfaction with poor bandwidth and the mis

bandwidth (which was pr

the state media) have now 

But the development of this 

government agencies is a

blamed this on conflicting interests of telecoms, regulators and government 

planners. Even certain basic issues, 

elaborate…  
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They can also be interpreted as indication of a failed experiment of running the 

etwork and service sector in a closed-off competition laboratory. 

a catalogue of problems could be the moment to trigger 

liberalisation and privatisation to increase competitiveness and efficiency. 

In China, the combination of state-owned enterprises and sector regulation 

through the Ministry was put to a new level, instead. With each perceived 

failure of the companies to perform, a new set of regulations is introduced. 

efforts are created, trying to interpret the goals of the 12

Specific regulations address rights of way or facility 

sharing, force operators into foreign adventures or provide ad-hoc broadband 

at might by all international standards

y absent: More than 100 countries around the globe

o broadband is smoother when coordinated by 

government. Their national or regional broadband development plans 

what kind of incentives and subsidies the operators could expect if they 

managed to achieve the formulated targets. The plans lay out r

ting exceptions to allow for direct or in

enthusiastic attitude towards guidance and planning, 

China’s government has yet to formulate such a plan. Especially the 

population’s dissatisfaction with poor bandwidth and the mis-labelling of 

ro-actively communicated by the MIIT a

now triggered at least the process of getting 

this plan in a working group of a good dozen 

already behind schedule. An NDRC spokesperson 

conflicting interests of telecoms, regulators and government 

Even certain basic issues, he said, have yet to be settled.
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experiment of running the 

off competition laboratory.  

to trigger 

liberalisation and privatisation to increase competitiveness and efficiency.  

owned enterprises and sector regulation 

through the Ministry was put to a new level, instead. With each perceived 

failure of the companies to perform, a new set of regulations is introduced. 

e goals of the 12
th

 5-

Specific regulations address rights of way or facility 

hoc broadband 

s be very useful 

than 100 countries around the globe 

o broadband is smoother when coordinated by 

government. Their national or regional broadband development plans clarify 

what kind of incentives and subsidies the operators could expect if they 

ules and 

ndirect 

enthusiastic attitude towards guidance and planning, 

Especially the 

labelling of 

and taken on by 

triggered at least the process of getting one.  

plan in a working group of a good dozen 

. An NDRC spokesperson 

conflicting interests of telecoms, regulators and government 

he said, have yet to be settled. He did not 
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None of the new Chinese

communications include t

telecommunications policy debate indicates that a transition strategy towa

liberalised competitive markets is not the aim of government, but rather a 

perfected version of the market simulation. 

If properly steered by strong government hand, there is no reason why such a 

laboratory could not simulate competition in a way tha

results of improved quality, decreased prices and overall strengthened 

efficiency as exposure to real competition would, minus the risk of the 

companies eliminating themselves through high costs or ill

early on during the transition process. As one expert put it: “industrial policy 

does not necessarily breed laggards”.

It needs to be done right, though. 

officials working on these topics see

often correctly assess the problems, fin

them implemented.  

Frequently the right solutions are discussed in the workshops, appropriate 

good practice examples are compiled. Equally frequently, 

disappear on their way through hierarchy. I was myself involved in several 

workshops with MIIT about efficient ways of allocating 3G licenses. Many good 

options were developed. Just giving three licenses covering competing 

standards to the three companie

More recently, I was introducing international experiences with the drafting of 

national broadband plans to my Chinese colleagues. We will see how that 

goes…   

 

The thicket of telecoms management through the ministry and other 

government stakeholders gets harder to penetrate with every step. Nobody 

dares taking a big sword and cutting the Gordian knot by opening up the 

markets to international o

competitive regulatory framework and allowing the telecoms companies by 

themselves to find the best solutions. Some hope that the forthcoming 

Telecommunications Act could bring about at least consolidation and 
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 master plans, strategy papers, regulations or 

the elements of liberalisation or deregulation

telecommunications policy debate indicates that a transition strategy towa

liberalised competitive markets is not the aim of government, but rather a 

perfected version of the market simulation.  

If properly steered by strong government hand, there is no reason why such a 

laboratory could not simulate competition in a way that leads to the same 

results of improved quality, decreased prices and overall strengthened 

efficiency as exposure to real competition would, minus the risk of the 

companies eliminating themselves through high costs or ill-conceived decisions 

g the transition process. As one expert put it: “industrial policy 

does not necessarily breed laggards”. 

It needs to be done right, though. And the – often very competent 

officials working on these topics see it as their task to fix things 

the problems, find appropriate solutions 

Frequently the right solutions are discussed in the workshops, appropriate 

good practice examples are compiled. Equally frequently, these solution

disappear on their way through hierarchy. I was myself involved in several 

workshops with MIIT about efficient ways of allocating 3G licenses. Many good 

options were developed. Just giving three licenses covering competing 

standards to the three companies was not one of them.  

More recently, I was introducing international experiences with the drafting of 

national broadband plans to my Chinese colleagues. We will see how that 

The thicket of telecoms management through the ministry and other 

nment stakeholders gets harder to penetrate with every step. Nobody 

dares taking a big sword and cutting the Gordian knot by opening up the 

or even domestic competition, by establishing a pro

competitive regulatory framework and allowing the telecoms companies by 

nd the best solutions. Some hope that the forthcoming 

Telecommunications Act could bring about at least consolidation and 
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plans, strategy papers, regulations or 

or deregulation. Today’s 

telecommunications policy debate indicates that a transition strategy towards 

liberalised competitive markets is not the aim of government, but rather a 

If properly steered by strong government hand, there is no reason why such a 

t leads to the same 

results of improved quality, decreased prices and overall strengthened 

efficiency as exposure to real competition would, minus the risk of the 

conceived decisions 

g the transition process. As one expert put it: “industrial policy 

often very competent – Chinese 

task to fix things properly. They 

 – yet rarely see 

Frequently the right solutions are discussed in the workshops, appropriate 

these solutions 

disappear on their way through hierarchy. I was myself involved in several 

workshops with MIIT about efficient ways of allocating 3G licenses. Many good 

options were developed. Just giving three licenses covering competing 

More recently, I was introducing international experiences with the drafting of 

national broadband plans to my Chinese colleagues. We will see how that 

The thicket of telecoms management through the ministry and other 

nment stakeholders gets harder to penetrate with every step. Nobody 

dares taking a big sword and cutting the Gordian knot by opening up the 

establishing a pro-

competitive regulatory framework and allowing the telecoms companies by 

nd the best solutions. Some hope that the forthcoming 

Telecommunications Act could bring about at least consolidation and 
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streamlining of the framework. After 20 years in the making, the best I 

personally expect of this law is that it will be harmless. 

   

A few years ago, a scholar wrote that “

rather than a list of specific policies.

Industrial Policy, there needs to be a visible path towards competitiveness and

competition.  

He continued: “To guard against abuse and capture, industrial policy needs be 

carried out in a transparent and accountable manner, and its processes must 

be open to new entrants as well as incumbents.

China’s industrial policy in this sect

benchmark. But also from

policy: Broadband deployment was not part of 

package. Government did also not include broadband services in its list of 

preferential policies. The compan

take care of the network upgrades. 

how to do this, being subject to plenty of other considerations by various 

government departments 

 

To summarise, China’s Industrial Policy in telecommunications can either be 

called,  

• Industrial Policy with Chinese characteristics

and ignore its obvious

• I would rather call it a failed attempt to not only simulate a market, but to 

also simulate industrial policy for this simulate

Let’s end these reflections with the opinion: 

Chinese approach has not been a very good idea. 

 

Thank You for your time! 
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streamlining of the framework. After 20 years in the making, the best I 

personally expect of this law is that it will be harmless.  

A few years ago, a scholar wrote that “First, industrial policy is a state of mind 

rather than a list of specific policies.” By that he meant that to be called 

Industrial Policy, there needs to be a visible path towards competitiveness and

To guard against abuse and capture, industrial policy needs be 

carried out in a transparent and accountable manner, and its processes must 

be open to new entrants as well as incumbents.” 

in this sector is seriously flawed against

m another perspective it is not even serious 

Broadband deployment was not part of China’s RMB 4 trillion 

overnment did also not include broadband services in its list of 

preferential policies. The companies are largely left at their own devices to 

take care of the network upgrades. But they are not at liberty to decide on 

how to do this, being subject to plenty of other considerations by various 

government departments sitting on their shoulders. 

China’s Industrial Policy in telecommunications can either be 

Industrial Policy with Chinese characteristics, which would b

 deficits.  

a failed attempt to not only simulate a market, but to 

also simulate industrial policy for this simulated market.  

Let’s end these reflections with the opinion: looking at it either way, the 

has not been a very good idea.  
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streamlining of the framework. After 20 years in the making, the best I 

First, industrial policy is a state of mind 

By that he meant that to be called 

Industrial Policy, there needs to be a visible path towards competitiveness and 

To guard against abuse and capture, industrial policy needs be 

carried out in a transparent and accountable manner, and its processes must 

t this 

serious industrial 

4 trillion stimulus 

overnment did also not include broadband services in its list of 

ies are largely left at their own devices to 

But they are not at liberty to decide on 

how to do this, being subject to plenty of other considerations by various 

China’s Industrial Policy in telecommunications can either be 

be a euphemism 

a failed attempt to not only simulate a market, but to 

looking at it either way, the 


